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Carole P
I seem to be creating pillows.

Daisy W
Among the Gum Leaves — Finally! This
pattern was suppose to be pieced. The first
time was an utter failure. The second time I
did it, but I used linen as the background and
didn't stabilize it. Oops! So, this third time, I
did turned appliqué using freezer wrap and a
muslin background. I consider it a success. I
used 100 wt Micro Quilter as the appliqué
thread using a blanket stitch. Disappearing ink
was used and my walking foot to do the
"shadow" leaves quilting.

Dee G

TAGGECKO
A very fashionable lizard, my Gecko is designer conscious. Made
with garment labels I’ve been collecting for years.
Girls Dress
For project “Dress a Girl”
Movie At Five
Fun with 2.5” squares. It’s 85 x 85 and I machine quilted it in three
sections, then joined them. Donation for Project Sanctuary.
Baby Quilt

Evelyn H

This is my iconic building quilt, finished at
last!

A chaplain quilt, pieced by me and quilted
by Sharon L.

I made this from some squares I won
one month. This was a BOM for July
several years ago, so all of our
blocks were red, white and blue. I
decided I wanted more colors so I
made all of the green and yellow
squares and put it all together.

Kathy M
Granddaughter’s 8th
birthday. Kind of a 1950’s
feel. Actually the pattern was
from a very old book. The
grey is all small squares.

A quilt square for Fern
Tahja’s baby. Not too
thrilling, but I love the old
schoolhouse quilts in the
worn blue and reds.
Maybe the next project.

Kim R
Table runner — autumn fabric
from Sew ’n Sew a couple years
ago. Finally decided what to do
with it; designed in EQ8 and
happy to learn the program
produces paper piecing patterns.
This will be my first attempt at
free motion machine quilting
after some practice.

Terri T
This is a lap quilt I made for one of my
sisters. She's a horsewoman who
lives in the north state, and her tastes
are western, pioneer... This pattern is
called 'My Tribe' and I found it in Amy
Friend's book "Intentional Piecing". It
was fun to work on although a rough
re-intro to paper-piecing !! (haven't
done much of and its been a while)....

Nadine S

This has been one of my
recent projects. This "Hippo"
quilt is for a former student of
mine. Her parents immigrated
from Malawi and her favorite
African animal is the hippo.
I saw the cloth at Sew N Sew and it just seemed perfect for making a quilt for my student. I was sad
there were no hippos on the patterned cloth. I put a rhino on the back just for fun. I designed the quilt
myself.

Marcia W
Baby/kid quilts are for donation thanks to the generosity of donated fabric and
Sharon L's machine quilting.

Sharon L
My brown scrap drawer wouldn't close, therefore....
brown quilts! All 3 are twin-sized (plus) and destined
for Project Sanctuary. And even after using up all
that BROWN fabric, the brown scrap drawer is still
nearly full! How does that happen?
For the other project, we've been owned by 6 cats in
our lives - 4 have been represented in my quilts so
far, and now it's Knobby's turn. (Cheeto is next.) I
started this project because I had 3 fat quarters of
the brown print background fabric that did not match
any other browns in my stash. So I decided to piece
a background, and then decided it was the perfect
canvas for daisies and a cat.

Tina P
I am very happy to cross this off my
to do list as it has been nagging at
my brain for almost a year. This is
my Iconic Mendocino Building
Project Quilt Square. If you happen
to not recognize this building, I
suggest you drive through
Mendocino Village and find it. It
definitely stands out.

Tracy S
I fell in love with this fabric at Sew-n-Sew
and made this really fun table setting.
Can't wait to invite folks over!

